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A B S T R A C T

The implementation of the deformation fields method for integral models within a finite element context [1,2]
has been updated with various techniques to have a numerical stability that is comparable to state-of-the-art
implementations of differential models. In particular, the time-dependent stability in shear flow, decoupled
schemes for zero or small solvent viscosities and the log-conformation representation now have counterparts in
the numerical implementation of integral models leading to similar numerical stability. The new techniques have
been tested in transient shear flow and the flow around a cylinder confined between two plates for the integral
version of upper-convected Maxwell model and for integral models having a non-constant damping function.

1. Introduction

Integral models are frequently used for modelling the constitutive
behaviour of polymer liquids. In particular the factorable K-BKZ
equation, where the linear rheology is specified by the memory function
and the non-linear rheology is given by the damping function, is very
popular. For an extensive review of the various damping functions that
have been used see [3]. Also, new constitutive models based on mole-
cular considerations are often formulated in terms of memory integrals,
see for example [4]. Furthermore, recent developments in modelling
complex fluids with a broad power-law relaxation spectrum are also of
the integral type [5].

Various techniques have been proposed to simulate flows of vis-
coelastic fluids described by integral models. For a review of the various
finite element method implementations for integral models see [6]. As
has been concluded in that review, currently only two methods are
capable of performing transient simulations: the Lagrangian Integral
Method (LIM) [7,8] and the Deformation Fields Method (DFM) [1,2].
LIM is suitable in a Lagrangian formulation, whereas DFM can be used
in any formulation, but is used mainly in an Eulerian (fixed domain) or
Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) formulation.

Despite the many good constitutive models available, numerical
simulation of viscoelastic fluid flows using integral models is less
popular than simulations with differential models. The reason is that
implementation of integral models is more involved because of the
complete deformation history that needs to be determined. As a result,
new stabilization techniques have been specifically developed for dif-
ferential models and the numerical techniques for integral models are

lagging behind in this regard. In particular, the time-dependent stability
in shear flow of the velocity-gradient projection technique [9,10], de-
coupled schemes for zero or small solvent viscosities [11] and the log-
conformation representation (LCR) [12] do not have a similar coun-
terpart in the numerical implementation of integral models.

In this paper, we propose and implement various techniques within
a finite element context to give the DFM implementation of integral
models stability properties comparable with state-of-the-art finite ele-
ment techniques for differential models. To show stability and accu-
racy, we apply the techniques to a perturbed simple shear flow and the
standard benchmark geometry of the flow around a cylinder confined
between plates.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the
balance equations and the constitutive models used. Also the DFM is
described and rewritten in terms of the deformation gradient instead of
the Finger deformation tensor. In Section 3, the numerical discretiza-
tion based on the finite element method is described. In Section 4, si-
mulation results are presented. Finally, in Section 5 we end with a
discussion and final conclusions.

2. Governing equations

2.1. Balance equations and constitutive models

Consider a flow in a fixed domain Ω (see Fig. 1). We assume that
inertia can be neglected and that the fluid is incompressible. Therefore
the balance of momentum and mass become
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− ∇ + ∇ − ∇ =D τ 0η p·(2 ) · ,s (1)

∇ =u· 0, (2)

where u is the velocity vector field, p is the pressure field, τ is the extra-
stress tensor field, ηs is the solvent viscosity of the fluid and

= +D L L( )/2T is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor
= ∇L u( )T . All fields are dependent on time t and position in space x,

i.e. u(t, x), but function arguments will only be added when needed.
The extra-stress tensor field τ is given by a memory integral of the K-
BKZ type:

∫= − ′ ′
−∞

τ x Bt m t t h I dt( , ) ( ) ( ) ,
t

1 (3)

where = ′B B xt t( , , ) is the Finger deformation tensor of a material
particle at the current position x and time t, with respect to the re-
ference configuration at time t′, m(τ) (with = − ′ ≥τ t t 0) is the
memory function and h(I1) is the damping function depending on the
first invariant = BI tr1 .

For the purpose of this paper, but without loss of generality, we
restrict m(τ) to be a single exponential

= −m τ G
λ

τ λ( ) exp( / ),
(4)

where G is the modulus and λ is the relaxation time. For the damping
function we will use

=
+ −

h I
a I

( ) 1
1 ( 3)

,1
1 (5)

as introduced in [13] and also used in [5] for the fractional K-BKZ in-
tegral model. Note, that for =a 0, =η 0s the constitutive model reduces
to the integral form of the upper-convected Maxwell (UCM) model.

For verification of the results, we use the UCM model in differential
form, given by

= ∂
∂

+ ∇ − − + − =τ c c u c L c c L c I 0G
t

λ, · · · ( )/ ,T
(6)

where c is the conformation tensor. For the UCM model =η 0s . Note,
that in equilibrium =c I and =τ IG . For integral models it is quite
common to drop isotropic terms from the extra-stress expression (see,
for example [14]). To easily compare the integral and differential for-
mulation of UCM, we did the same for the latter here also.

2.2. Initial and boundary conditions

It is assumed that before the start time =t 0 the flow is at rest,
which means that ′ =B x It t( , , ) for t′≤ t < 0 and all x∈Ω. The stress
tensor in this equilibrium state is =τ IG . The boundary conditions on Γ
are similar to the (Navier-) Stokes equations, for example specification
of the velocity vector on one part of Γ (Dirichlet) and the traction vector
on the remaining part of Γ (Neumann). If the velocity vector on the
boundary is such that there is an inflow boundary Γin (see Fig. 1), the
fluid deformation history at that boundary needs to be specified.
However, if the solvent viscosity is zero ( =η 0s ) it is not allowed to

specify the fluid history completely, similar to the restrictions on im-
posing stress components at the inflow boundary for differential models
[15,16]. In order to avoid complications related to inflow boundaries,
we assume periodical boundary conditions for the actual problems
considered in this paper. In case of periodical boundary conditions the
inflow boundary is coupled to outflow boundary, therefore the flow in
the domain Ω provides its own deformation history for the fluid par-
ticles entering the domain.

2.3. Deformation fields

For the evaluation of the memory integral in Eq. (3), we need the
deformation history B(t, t′, x), − ∞ < ′ ≤t t for the particle that is
currently at the position x. In a Lagrangian description, having the
positions of the material particles as a primary unknown, it is relatively
easy to obtain the deformation gradient ′ = ∂ ∂ ′F x x xt t( , , ) / ,
− ∞ < ′ ≤t t and then compute the Finger tensor via =B F F· T . This is
the approach taken in [7,8] and works well for problems where a fixed
amount of fluid is being studied, such as stretching a filament. How-
ever, for problems in a fixed domain the Eulerian description is pre-
ferred. For that purpose, the method of deformation fields [1,2] has
been developed.

Assume that at =t 0 the flow starts and there has been no de-
formation of the material before that. One way of obtaining F(t, t′, x) for
t′≤ t is defining a (large) number of discrete reference times ′ti (both for
t < 0 and t > 0) and solve the following equation

= = ′ =F L F F It t˙ · , ( ) ,i (7)

forward in time for all discrete reference times ′ ≤t t,i i.e. a discrete time
point ‘kicks in’ as soon as time t passes the time point. In an Eulerian
frame, this equation is written as follows,

∂
∂

+ ∇ = = ′ =F u F L F F I
t

t t· · , ( ) .i (8)

The solutions for ′F xt t( , , )i are called deformation fields. There is a
problem with this approach: the number of ‘active fields’, i.e. the fields
with ′ ≤t ti keeps increasing as time increases. This can be overcome by
removing the ‘oldest field’ as a new field becomes active, hence keeping
the number of active fields constant. This is basically the first genera-
tion of the deformation fields method as introduced in [1], except that
in [1] B is computed directly (see below) and not with F as an inter-
mediate field. A drawback of this approach, in contrast to differential
models, is that the fields are unsteady for steady flows, which leads to
additional time discretization errors. Also the labelling of the fields by
the reference time leads to difficult bookkeeping, including the removal
and creation of fields at each time step. As a result, also the distribution
of fields over the history is not very flexible and basically coupled with
the time step Δt.

The second-generation deformation fields [2] removes much of the
drawbacks of the first generation by labeling the deformation gradient
tensor not by an absolute (fixed) reference time t′, but by the reference
time relative to the current time, i.e. by the age = − ′τ t t : F(t, τ, x). For
that, Eq. (7) is rewritten in terms of the new set of independent vari-
ables as follows:

∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∇ =F F u F L F
t τ

· · ,
(9)

which is a 4D hyperbolic equation (assuming 3D space) with a ‘con-
vection speed’ of 1 in the τ-axis direction. The boundary condition (for
the τ-axis) is

= =F x It τ( , 0, ) , (10)

and the initial condition (fluid at rest for t < 0) is

= =F x It τ( 0, , ) . (11)

In principal the age axis is unlimited, i.e. τ∈ [0, ∞). However, in

Fig. 1. Flow domain Ω with boundary Γ where on part of the boundary (Γin) the
velocity u is directed inwards (u · n < 0).
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practice we are dealing with ‘fading memory fluids’ and the age axis is
taken to be finite i.e. ∈τ τ[0, ],c with τc the cut-off time.

Note, that in [2] the Finger tensor B(t, τ, x), ∈τ τ[0, ]c is computed
directly using

∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∇ = +B B u B L B B L
t τ

· · · ,T
(12)

with boundary condition (for the τ-axis)

= =B x It τ( , 0, ) , (13)

and initial condition (fluid at rest for t < 0)

= =B x It τ( 0, , ) . (14)

We call this the B-approach, which has the advantage that the number
of components to solve is less, since B is symmetric. A disadvantage is
that the equation to solve contains an additional term as compared to
the F-approach given by Eq. (9), possibly increasing the computational
effort. More importantly however, it turns out that the B-approach is
less stable than the F-approach and that the latter is the preferred ap-
proach, as we will show later.

3. Numerical discretization

The unknown field variables in the F-approach are the velocity u(t,
x), the pressure p(t, x) and the deformation gradient F(t, τ, x). The
governing equations are Eqs. (1)–(3) and Eq. (9). We will use the finite
element method to discretize in real space (x) and in ‘age space’ (τ).
Time discretization will be based on second-order backward differen-
cing (BDF2). We start with the discretization of the deformation gra-
dient.

3.1. Weak formulation and discretization of the deformation gradient

We will apply the finite element method to discretize Eq. (9) in both
the τ-direction and in real space. For that, we write the weak for-
mulation as follows: find F(t, τ, x) such that

∫ ⎛
⎝

∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∇ − ⎞
⎠

=H F F u F L F
t τ

dτ, · · 0,
τ

0

c

(15)

for all test functions H(t, τ, x). Here, (·,·) is the usual inner product for
tensors in real space. Note, that we have limited integration in the τ-
direction to the finite interval with a cut-off time, i.e. τ[0, ]c .

Although quite general four-dimensional elements could be used for
discretization, we will not do that. First, we divide the integration do-
main τ[0, ]c into N intervals = +I τ τ[ , ],k k k 1 = … −k N0, , 1, where =τ 00
and =τ τN c. This division is global and independent of t and x, thus
creating ‘Δτ’ slabs. We will employ ‘stretched’ grids, as in [2], where

= −τ f τΔ Δk k 1 (k≠ 0) with constant factor f. The factor f is uniquely
determined by N, Δτ0 and τc and can be found by iteration. In this work,
we have used =τ λ NΔ 3 /0 , which is close to the optimal value for a
single exponential memory function, as determined in [2]. When ap-
propriate, the value of f used in the simulations is included in the
caption of the figures.

We apply the discontinuous Galerkin method in τ-space, using pie-
cewise continuous base functions, that can jump across the slab
boundaries. In real coordinate space we employ a standard mesh with
continuous base functions. Since we solve a hyperbolic equation, we
apply SUPG stabilization. We can now write the discretized weak form
on a single slab:

∫ ⎛
⎝

+ ∇ ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∇ − ⎞
⎠

+ + ∇ =

+ H u H F F u F L F

H u H F

τ
t τ

dτ

τ

· , · ·

( · , [ ] ) 0,

τ

τ

k

k

k 1

(16)

where = −+ −F F Fτ τ[ ] ( ) ( )k k k is the jump of F at the slab boundary τk
and τ is the SUPG time scale parameter. Here, the superscripts + and -

denote the value at τk in interval k and −k 1, respectively. Note, that
the use of the DG method together with the division into intervals
(slabs) makes it possible to solve F in the τ-direction ‘slab by slab’ like a
time step scheme. First the entry condition =−F Iτ( )0 is imposed, then
slab 0 is solved, which gives −F τ( )1 as input for slab 1, etc.

Now we introduce the base functions for F(t, τ, x) in τ-direction by
writing the test and trial functions as follows

= ∑ = ∑H x H x F x F xt τ ϕ τ t t τ ϕ τ t( , , ) ( ) ( , ), ( , , ) ( ) ( , ),i i i j j j (17)

where ϕi(τ) are piecewise continuous base functions. The functions Fj(t,
x) are called the discrete deformation fields, where the j-index denotes
an index in the τ- (age-) direction. The number of discrete fields de-
pends on the polynomial order of ϕi(τ). For order m base function the
number of ‘nodes’ within an interval is = +n m 1,τ and therefore the
number of fields is = +n N m N( 1)τ and the number of components of
the fields is = +n Nd m Nd( 1) ,τ

2 2 where d is the space dimension (2 or
3). The discrete deformation fields can be discretized in real space using
standard finite element base functions, for which we use linear base
functions (P1) on triangles/tetrahedra and bi- or trilinear base functions
(Q1) on quadrilaterals/hexahedra.

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16), we get ‘slab for slab’:

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

+ ∇ ⎛
⎝

∂
∂

+ ∇ − ⎞
⎠

+ − ⎞
⎠

= = … −

−H u H
F

u F L F F F xτ m
t

n ϕ τ t τ

k N

· , · · ( ) ( , , )

0, 0, , 1

i i ij
k j

j j ij
k

j i k k

(18)

where

∫=
+

m ϕ τ ϕ τ dτ( ) ( ) ,ij
k

τ

τ
i j

k

k 1

(19)

∫= +
+

n ϕ τ
dϕ τ

dτ
dτ ϕ τ ϕ τ( )

( )
( ) ( ),ij

k
τ

τ
i

j
i k j k

k

k 1

(20)

and the indices i and j are limited to fields in slab k.
The system Eq. (18) can be solved ‘slab for slab’ following the se-

quence = … −k N0, , 1, where the solution values at the end of the slab,
i.e. −

+F xt τ( , , ),k 1 are input for the next slab. This is similar to a time-
stepping scheme. In fact, the DG-method using order q polynomials
leads to a +q2 1 order accurate implicit Runge–Kutta method [17].

Time discretization is based on backward differencing, where we
combine implicit BDF2 for all terms, except − L F· ,j which is treated
with extrapolated BDF [18] of the same order. In this way, the com-
ponents of the fields are decoupled and the system matrix for each
component is the same. The linear system is non-symmetric and a direct
solver from the HSL-library (MA41) [19] is used in this work to obtain
the solution for Fj.

After computing the deformation fields, memory integrals, like in
Eq. (3), are numerically evaluated by applying a standard Gauss rule on
each slab in τ-direction and adding the results of all N slabs.

The B-approach is similar to the F-approach, applying the same
discretization methods and base functions to Eq. (12) for the tensor
field B, instead of Eq. (9) for the tensor field F. Note, that in the F-
approach the B-tensor field is computed by F · FT and is therefore
guaranteed to be positive semidefinite everywhere, whereas in the B-
approach positive semidefiniteness of Bmight be locally violated due to
poor resolution of the mesh. The latter is also true for the stress tensor τ
in the B-approach, although to a lesser degree, since it is a weighted
sum of many B-fields.

3.2. Discretization of the momentum and mass balance

Our aim is to formulate a discretization of the momentum and mass
balance that is able to simulate time-dependent flows having zero or
low-solvent viscosity contribution. For that, we proceed similarly as in
[11], where the differential constitutive model is integrated over the
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time step Δt to obtain the stress tensor at the end of the time step ( +τn 1)
up to an error of O t(Δ )2 . An ‘Euler-like’ scheme is applied, where the
velocity and pressure field is taken implicit and the stresses (con-
formation) taken explicit. The resulting equation for +τn 1 is substituted
in the momentum balance, evaluated at time +t ,n 1 to obtain a Stokes-like
set of equations. This set of equations introduces a time error ofO t(Δ )2

for the momentum balance, consistent with second-order integration of
the constitutive model.

In order to apply a similar procedure for integral models, we need to
obtain a ‘differential form’ of the integral model Eq. (3). For that, we
differentiate the integral model with respect to time. This is performed
in Appendix A and the result is

�
∂
∂

+ ∇ = + + + +τ u τ I A D L τ τ L
t

m· (0) : 2 · · ,T
(21)

where

∫=
∞

τ Bm τ h I dτ( ) ( ) ,
0 1 (22)

∫=
∞

A Bdm τ
dτ

h I dτ( ) ( ) ,
0 1 (23)

� ∫=
∞

BBm τ dh
dI

dτ( ) .
0 1 (24)

Note, that the second-order tensors τ, A and the fourth-order tensor �

can be computed once the deformation history B(τ) is known.
The discretization of the momentum and mass balance is now per-

formed as follows. At the next discrete time ( +tn 1) the momentum and
mass balance are evaluated:

− ∇ + ∇ − ∇ =+ + +D τ 0η p·(2 ) · ,n n ns 1 1 1 (25)

∇ =+u· 0.n 1 (26)

An expression for +τn 1 is found by integrating the differential expression
Eq. (21) from tn to = ++t t tΔn n1 using a combined explicit-implicit
Euler scheme, where τ, A and � are evaluated at tn and u at +tn 1:

�
− + ∇ = + + + ∇

+ ∇

+
+ + +

+

τ τ u τ I A D u τ

τ u
t

m
Δ

· (0) : 2 ( ) ·

· .

n n
n n n n n n

T
n

n n

1
1 1 1

1 (27)

After evaluation of +τn 1 and substitution into Eq. (25) we get the fol-
lowing ‘Stokes’ like system for +un 1 and +pn 1:

�

− ∇ + ∇ − ∇ − ∇
+ ∇ + ∇ + ∇ + ∇

= ∇ + +

+ + +

+ + + +

D u τ
u u u τ τ u

τ I A

η p t

t m

·(2 ) Δ ·( ·
: [( ) ] ( ) · · )

·( Δ [ (0) ]),

n n n n

n n
T

n n
T

n n n

n n

s 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

(28)

∇ =+u· 0.n 1 (29)

Note, that the error in +τn 1 isO t(Δ )2 . Therefore, we can expect an error
of also O t(Δ )2 in the time discretization of the momentum balance.
Since the deformation at time tn, i.e. Bn, is known and a continuous
field, the system is well-defined and can be discretized in space using
standard velocity-pressure finite-elements. For that, we use Taylor-
Hood elements (P2/P1 on triangles/tetrahedra, Q2/Q1 on quad-
rilaterals/hexahedra).

One practical problem in the finite element discretization is the
evaluation of the stress convection term ∇+u τ·n n1 . We avoid taking
spatial derivatives of τn, which is not in a P1 (triangles/tetrahedra) or Q1

(quadrilaterals/hexahedra) space, by first projecting τn on a P1 or Q1

space and using the projected stress field in evaluating the stress gra-
dients.

We note that in this work we use the DEVSS-G method [10,20] for
additional stabilization of the momentum balance. This involves adding
an additional term − ∇ ∇ −+ +u Gα ·( )n n

T
1 1 to the left-hand side of

Eq. (28) and solving an additional equation

− ∇ + =+ +u G 0.n n
T

1 1 (30)

The auxiliary variable G is interpolated using continuous basis func-
tions (P1 on triangles/tetrahedra, Q1 on quadrilaterals/hexahedra),
which means that G is the least-squares projection of the velocity gra-
dient (∇u)T on the P1 or Q1 continuous finite element space. For the
coefficient α we take the zero-shear-rate polymer viscosity, which is Gλ
for the memory function given in Eq. (4).

The linear system is non-symmetric and a direct solver from the
HSL-library (MA41) [19] is used in this work to obtain the solution for

+u ,n 1 +pn 1 and +Gn 1.
The solution for +un 1 is used to obtain the deformation fields at the

new time +t ,n 1 i.e. +F xt( , ),j n 1 using the discretization discussed in
Section 3.1 with = ∇ +L u( )n

T
1 . Similar to differential models [9,21], it

is also possible to use = +L Gn 1 instead. It will be shown below that the
latter option leads to much better temporal stability in shear flow.

4. Results

4.1. Planar Couette flow of an upper-convected Maxwell fluid

We consider an upper-convected Maxwell fluid (UCM) in integral
form for a planar Couette problem on a H×H square (see Fig. 2). On
the upper boundary a horizontal velocity of U and a vertical velocity of
zero is imposed. On the lower wall the velocity components are zero. In
the horizontal direction periodical boundary conditions are assumed. In
the lower left corner the pressure value is set to zero (Dirichlet). The
Weissenberg number of this flow is defined as = λγWi ˙ , with =γ U H˙ /
the (average) shear rate. In the actual computations we set =U 1, =H 1
and thus =γ̇ 1, = λWi . At the start of the flow the deformation fields
will be set to the steady state values plus a small random perturbation
of O −(10 ),3 i.e.

= = + + −F x I e et τ γτ rand( 0, , ) ˙ 10 ,x y
3 (31)

where rand is 2× 2 tensor where each of the components in the (x, y)
Cartesian system is a random number on the interval [0, 1], set in-
dependently for all nodes and all fields. Note, that γτ˙ is the shear strain,
which is equal to Wi over a time span equal to λ. Therefore, the per-
turbation is assumed to be small enough for the difference from the
steady state to be considered a linear perturbation for high values of Wi.
Results for the integral UCM at =Wi 10 for a 20× 20 mesh (with
quadrilateral elements) are shown in Fig. 3. The numerical technique
applied is described in [11] (without LCR). The numerical parameters
used are given in the figure caption.

For comparison, we included the results obtained using a differ-
ential UCM model (see Eq. (6)) in Fig. 4. We see that our im-
plementation of the deformation fields behaves quite similar to the
differential model implementation. We get the typical stable curve

Fig. 2. Planar Couette flow in a square domain where periodical boundary
conditions (pbc) are applied in the x-direction.
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([9,21]) when =L G is used in the evolution of F. After an initial in-
crease, the perturbation will die out and eventually becomes a straight
line in the log plot. The form of the transient for the continuous spec-
trum, as predicted by Kupferman [22], is also shown. Eventually, there
is an even slower decaying eigenvalue, which is probably related to the
two discrete Gorodtsov & Leonov (GL) modes [23]. The discrete GL-
modes decays as −t λexp( /(2 ) for Wi≫ 1 and are located near the walls.
Whether we resolve the GL-modes with this rather coarse mesh, is be-
yond the scope of the current paper.

Finally, we note that using = ∇L u( ) ,T i.e. obtaining the velocity
gradient directly from differentiating the finite element velocity field,
leads to a numerically unstable flow for the integral UCM model using a
deformation fields method, as shown in Fig. 3. This instability, is si-
milar to the well-known behaviour when using the differential UCM
with = ∇L u( )T ([9,21]), as shown in Fig. 4.

For the remaining part of this paper, we will use =L G throughout.

4.2. Flow around a confined cylinder

4.2.1. Problem description
We consider the planar flow past a cylinder of radius R, centrally

positioned between two flat plates (see Fig. 5). The distance between
the two plates is 2H, with =H R2 and the length of the flow domain is
30R. In the following we will use an (x, y) coordinate system with the
origin at the center of the cylinder. We assume the flow domain to be
periodically extended in x-direction with period 30R. As explained in
Section 2, this avoids having to specify inflow boundary conditions for
the deformation fields. The flow is generated by imposing a constant
flow rate Q. We assume no-slip boundary conditions on the cylinder and

walls of the channel. We only consider half of the domain and use
symmetry conditions on the center line, i.e. zero tangential traction.
The dimensionless parameters governing the problem are the Weis-
senberg number = λU RWi / , the viscosity ratio =β η η/ ,s 0 and the
parameter a in the damping function (Eq. (5)). Here, =U Q H/2 is the
average velocity and = +η η Gλ0 s is the zero-shear-rate viscosity of the
fluid.

4.2.2. Mesh
We use two series of uniformly refined meshes, created using Gmsh

[24]. The element sizes are imposed by specifying the size in geome-
trical points on the boundary of the model in Gmsh. The characteristics
of the first series of meshes used (M0–M4) are given in Table 1. In
Fig. 6, the starting mesh M0 is shown. The other meshes are refinements
(starting from M0) using a factor of two in each coordinate direction, as
compared to the previous refinement. The characteristics of the second
series of meshes (M0r–M4r) are given in Table 2 and are similar to the
corresponding meshes in Table 1, except that the level of refinement
near the cylinder is extended to the complete center line. In Fig. 7, the
starting mesh M0r is shown.

4.2.3. Comparison of differential and integral UCM model at Wi = 0.5
First, we solve the problem for a differential UCM model at
=Wi 0.5. The numerical technique used is described in [11] (without

LCR). After starting the flow we simulate up to =t λ20 with a time step
=t λΔ 0.1 . Over the interval 19λ≤ t≤ 20λ the relative change in the

stress in the domain is O −(10 )6 , which we assume is sufficient to have
reached the steady state solution. In Fig. 8, we show the xx-component
of the conformation tensor c on (part of) the center line and on the
cylinder (− < <x R1 / 1) for all the meshes M0–M4. The maximum
difference between meshes M3 and M4 is 0.7 (around 1\%). We see,
that convergence on the cylinder boundary is quite slow and very re-
fined meshes are needed to have (visual) convergence, even for this
relatively small Weissenberg number. This is related to the formation of
a thin stress boundary layer near the cylinder as shown in Fig. 9.
Convergence for the field variables p and the other conformation

Fig. 3. L2-norm of the stress tensor perturbation for an integral UCM model in a
planar Couette flow as a function of time. =Wi 10. Mesh: 20 × 20 elements.
Numerical parameters: =t λΔ 0.05 , =N 20, = =τ λ N λΔ 3 / 0.15 ,0 =τ λ15c ,

=f 1.14796.

Fig. 4. L2-norm of the conformation tensor perturbation for a differential UCM
model in a planar Couette flow as a function of time. =Wi 10. Mesh: 20 × 20
elements, =t λΔ 0.05 .

Fig. 5. Geometry of the flow past a cylinder confined between two walls.
Periodical boundary conditions (pbc) for velocity and stress (differential model)
or deformation fields are applied between the inflow and outflow boundary.

Table 1
Characteristics of meshes refined near the cylinder used for the flow around a
confined cylinder. Here, hcyl, hwall, =h x R15 ,wall, =h x R15 ,cen denote the size of the
elements at the cylinder boundary, at the wall near =x 0 (position of the cy-
linder) and at the periodic boundaries ( = −x R15 and =x R15 ) at the wall and
center, respectively. Furthermore, Nelem and Nelem,cyl denote the number of
elements of the full mesh and on the cylinder boundary only, respectively.

hcyl hwall =h x R15 ,wall =h x R15 ,cen Nelem Nelem,cyl

M0 0.08 0.4 1.2 1.2 953 40
M1 0.04 0.2 0.6 0.6 3467 79
M2 0.02 0.1 0.3 0.3 13,148 158
M3 0.01 0.05 0.15 0.15 52,053 315
M4 0.005 0.025 0.075 0.075 205,951 629
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components are similar, i.e. the refined meshes M3–M4 are needed to
have visual convergence in the plots. However, the velocity field is
hardly affected and there is almost no difference between M0 and M4
for this Weisenberg number.

Next, we solve the same problem using an integral model with the F-
approach. The discretization in τ-direction is: =N 50, =τ λΔ 0.06 ,0

=τ λ15 ,c =f 1.05546. Again we simulate up to =t λ20 with a time step
=t λΔ 0.1 . In Fig. 10, we show the xx-component of the tensor τ/G on

(part of) the center line and on the cylinder (− < <x R1 / 1) for all the
meshes M0–M4. The maximum difference between meshes M3 and M4
is 1.1 (around 1.5 %). Note, that the values shown are the computed
stress integrals in all the nodes based on the quadratic elements of the
mesh. The projected stress plots (not shown) are somewhere in between
the differential model and the integral model for meshes M0–M2. Si-
milar to the differential model implementation, we see that meshes
M3–M4 are needed to have visual convergence, although the error on
coarser grids is somewhat different between the two approaches.
However, both approaches converge (at least visually) to the same re-
sults for the meshes M3–M4. This confirms the consistency between the
two methods and also supports that the implementation of the de-
formation fields method is correct.

4.2.4. Integral model with =a 0.0001. stability for higher Wi.
In this subsection we will be studying the numerical stability of the

proposed techniques. We will use the meshes M0-M2 of Table 1 for that,
which already show the large difference in numerical stability of the
two approaches: the F-approach and the B-approach.

We study a model with a damping function having =a 0.0001. No
corresponding differential model is available for comparison. The
viscosity function is given in Fig. 11 and the planar extensional function
in Fig. 12. The difference with the UCM model is that the viscosity is
now shear thinning and the extensional viscosity is finite for all ϵ̇. It
should be noted, that at =λγ̇ 129.8 the shear stress goes through a
maximum value (of 24.79 G) for this single mode model, which turns
up as a slope less than −1 in the viscosity curve. Obviously (general-
ized) shear rates beyond this value should be avoided, since it would
lead to extreme strain-rate localization at the cylinder wall when ap-
proaching the steady state flow. The planar extensional stress difference
goes monotonically to a constant value (of 10000G), and therefore the
slope goes to − 1 for large extensional rates. Note, that the vertical
asymptote for the UCM model is at =λϵ̇ 0.5.

We study the stability for higher Wi of the two approaches using B
and F. The discretization in τ-direction is: =N 50, =τ λΔ 0.060 , =τ λ15c ,

=f 1.05546. The time step used is =t λΔ 0.1 . The results are given in
Table 3. It is clear that the limiting Wi is quite low for the B-approach

for this model and mesh-refinement does not seem to improve the
stability limit. It should be noted, that the flow seems to become steady
for a while and then suddenly there is a catastrophic crash (at =t λ12.9 ,
18.9λ and 23.9λ for M0, M1, M2, respectively for the higher value of
the range). See Fig. 13 for the maximum value in the flow of the stress
component τxx as a function of time for M2 at =Wi 0.6.

We monitored the determinant of the stress tensor in the integration
points and find that violation of the positive-definiteness of the stress
tensor sets in at the front of the cylinder for only a few integration
points and remains so for a while. After numerical stress fluctuations
grow, massive violation in the front and wake of the cilinder sets in
before the crash. Any conclusions about whether the violations are
causing the fluctuations, or are a result of them, cannot be drawn from
these observations.

The stability limit for the F-approach is much higher and this
method is clearly preferred over the B-approach. The limiting value is
mesh dependent, but also the type of unsteady flow for the higher value
in the range is different. For M0, and M1 the flow becomes unsteady
with periodic oscillations, whereas M2 has growing oscillations that
eventually lead to a crash. It should be noted that the maximum value
of the effective shear rate γ̇eff is near 70 for =Wi 2.4 with mesh M1,
lower than the value for the shear stress maximum. Note also, that we
are only studying stability of the approaches here and that the used
meshes do not resolve the flow at these high value of Wi. Much finer
meshes would be needed to resolve the boundary layers and the stress
wake behind the cylinder at these values of Wi. The observed instability
could be a manifestation of an inherent flow/model instability.
However, due to the inconsistent type of flow oscillations for different
meshes, the observed unsteady/unstable flow is most likely to be a
numerical instability. We will not further study this problem here.

4.2.5. Integral model with =a 0.01, =β 0.5. High Wi.
For simplicity, we want to restrict the memory function to a single

discrete mode. In order to obtain a stable steady flow for high Wi for
this case, the damping parameter a needs to be increased to lower the
stress growth in elongation. At the same time, this also results in a lower
shear rate for the stress maximum in shear, invoking severe stress lo-
calisation for lower Wi. Therefore, we need to introduce a solvent

Fig. 6. Mesh M0.

Table 2
Characteristics of meshes refined near the center line and the cylinder. The
meshes are similar to the meshes in Table 1, except that the level of refinement
near the cylinder is extended to the complete center line.

hcyl hwall =h x R15 ,wall =h x R15 ,cen Nelem Nelem,cyl

M0r 0.08 0.4 1.2 0.08 3415 40
M1r 0.04 0.2 0.6 0.04 11,491 79
M2r 0.02 0.1 0.3 0.02 42,482 158
M3r 0.01 0.05 0.15 0.01 165,097 315
M4r 0.005 0.025 0.075 0.005 657,875 629

Fig. 7. Mesh M0r.

Fig. 8. Component cxx of the conformation tensor on (part of) the centerline
and on the cylinder (− < <x R1 / 1) for all the meshes M0–M4. Differential
model. =Wi 0.5.
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viscosity ηs to remove the stress maximum altogether. A broader spec-
trum (e.g. using multiple discrete modes) is also a possibility to achieve
that, but this is beyond the scope of the current paper.

We will use a damping parameter of =a 0.01 and a solvent content

of = =β η η/ 0.5s 0 . The shear viscosity and planar extensional viscosity
functions are plotted in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively.

We solve the flow with the F-approach using the meshes in Table 2,
since we need more resolution near the center line for high Wi. The
discretization in τ-direction is: =N 50, =τ λΔ 0.060 , =τ λ15c . It turns out
that the computations are stable and no ‘computational’ limit for Wi is
present, as long as the time step is limited by the strain, i.e. ΔtU/
R < 0.25, or Δt < 0.25λ/Wi, for high Wi. In fact we use

=t λ R UΔ min(0.1 , 0.25 / ), where the ‘cross-over’ point is at
= =λU RWi / 2.5. Note, that the number of time steps needed to obtain

steady state increases linearly with the Weissenberg number. For ex-
ample =Wi 100 requires 4000 steps to reach =t λ10 , which can be
quite expensive for refined meshes. The time step limitation due to the

Fig. 9. Component cxx of the conformation tensor near the cylinder for mesh M4. Differential model. =Wi 0.5.

Fig. 10. Component τxx of the stress tensor (relative to G) on (part of) the
centerline and on the cylinder (− < <x R1 / 1) for all the meshes M0–M4.
Integral model with F-approach. =Wi 0.5.

Fig. 11. Viscosity function for =a 0.0001.

Fig. 12. Planar extensional viscosity function for =a 0.0001. Here, ϵ̇ is the ex-
tension rate.

Table 3
Range of Wi in which the flow becomes either unsteady or unstable. The low
value is stable, the high value is unsteady/unstable.

B-approach F-approach

M0 0.4–0.5 2.2–2.3
M1 0.5–0.6 2.4-2.5
M2 0.5–0.6 2.0–2.1
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strain is related to our choice to take the L · F term explicit in the time
discretization.

For not too high values of Wi (we tested up to Wi = 10) the flow
becomes steady with relatively smooth stress fields, confirming the
stability of the F-approach, resembling the stability of the log-con-
formation representation in differential models [25]. For high Wi (we
tested =Wi 100), the flow becomes close to steady after a few relaxa-
tion times. Very small stress fluctuations remain, which are probably
related to the small scale spatial stress variations remaining present. We
did not study the high Wi case further, because it is way beyond the
validity of a model with a single discrete mode.

To test the convergence with mesh refinement, we consider the case
of =Wi 5. The flow is computed using a time step of =t λΔ 0.05 using

200 steps (end time is 10λ). After starting the flow, there is a stress
build-up within 1–4 relaxation times and then a transition to a steady
state. This can be seen in Fig. 16, where the maximum and average
value of the stress components in the domain are plotted as a function
of time. The slight wiggle around =t λ5 in the maximum of τyy is
probably a convection phenomenon due to the periodicity, where the
fluid initially near the cylinder reaches the neighbour cylinder. This
phenomena is there for all meshes and eventually dies out.

In Fig. 17, we show the distribution of τxx in the steady state. Two
boundary layers, one on the cylinder and one on the wall, and a long
stress wake are present. In Fig. 18, we show the value of τxx on the
center line and on the cylinder wall for all the meshes used (M0r–M4r).
We clearly see mesh convergence on the cylinder wall. However, con-
vergence in the wake has not been achieved yet even for the very re-
fined mesh Mr4. This confirms that convergence in the wake is difficult
for high Weissenberg numbers, similar to results found in [25] for a
Giesekus fluid. The stress development around the cylinder has an effect
on the velocity near the cylinder. In Fig. 19, the velocity component ux/
U is shown on the center line for all the meshes used (M0r–M4r). Also
here convergence has not yet been achieved in the wake. Due to the
viscoelastic stresses, there are velocity overshoots both in front and in
the wake of the cylinder, where the latter is more significant. Note, that
the Newtonian value of ux/U in a channel without the cylinder present
would be 1.5, hence a little flattening of the profile is seen due the mild
shear thinning.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we have ‘upgraded’ the deformation fields method in
[2] to have a numerical stability similar to the current state-of-the-art in
finite element methods for differential viscoelastic fluid models. Flows
in standard geometries (time-dependent shear flow between two plates
and flow around a cylinder confined in a channel) have been simulated
to study the stability and accuracy of the new implementation of the
deformation fields method. The following techniques/methods have
been introduced to obtain the improved stability:

• Spatial discretization for the deformation fields is using SUPG for
stabilizing convection in real space (x).

• The convection in real space and in ‘fluid history’ space (τ) is taken
implicitly to allow for larger time steps.

• A novel scheme, based on a differential form of the integral model,
that decouples the momentum and mass balance from the con-
stitutive model, allowing for low or zero-solvent viscosity.

• For obtaining the deformation history the ‘projected’ velocity gra-
dient G is used instead of the (∇u)T, leading to better transient
stability.

• The deformation history is represented (and solved) by using the
deformation gradient F instead of the (Finger) deformation tensor B.

The first four techniques are more or less extensions to integral
models of well known similar techniques for differential models. The
last technique is different and calls for some more discussion. It basi-
cally replaces the log-conformation representation [12] (LCR) for dif-
ferential models and gives similar stability. The reason for the stability
is the same as the remarkable stability of stochastic models based on the
method of Brownian configuration fields (BCF) versus conformation
tensor models (without LCR). In [26], it has been argued that the sta-
bility of BCF comes from the formulation of the models in terms con-
travariantly deforming vectors (Q):

∂
∂

= − ∇ + + …Q u Q L Q
t

· ·
(32)

In elements near stagnation points ( =u 0) the first term on the right-

Fig. 13. Maximum value in the flow of the stress component τxx as a function of
time for M2 at =Wi 0.6. B-approach; =a 0.0001.

Fig. 14. Viscosity function for =a 0.01, =η 1s .

Fig. 15. Planar extensional viscosity function for =a 0.01, =η 1s .
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hand side (convection) balances the second term (deformation) quite
naturally and numerical stability is obtained even on coarse grids.
Conformation tensor models (without LCR) are formulated in terms of
contravariantly deforming tensors:

∂
∂

= − ∇ + + + …c u c L c c L
t

· · · T
(33)

In elements near stagnation points the first term on the right-hand side
(convection) balances the second term (deformation), however there is
an additional deformation term leading to numerical instability for
underresolved grids. Since the deformation gradient F behaves like
contravariantly deforming vectors (see Eq. (9)) and the Finger tensor B
like contravariantly deforming tensors (see Eq. (12)), we can expect
much better stability in the F-approach than in the B-approach. Note,

that when applying the LCR [12] both deformation terms are basically
‘neutralized’, but from a stability point of view, this is not needed.

An additional benefit of the ‘vector’ based methods (BCF, F-ap-
proach) versus the ‘tensor’ based methods (conformation tensor, B-ap-
proach) is the guaranteed positive-(semi)definiteness of the stress
tensor. Since positive-definiteness is required in the physical model,
instabilities due to negative eigenvalues of the stress tensor can be
avoided. Note, that LCR also leads to a positive definite stress tensor.

The next step is extending the range of constitutive models. In
particular, we are interested in integral models with long-range
memory functions, such as powerlaw functions [27] and powerlaw-like
functions as appear in fractional K-BKZ models [5]. This will be part of
future work.

Fig. 16. Maximum and average value of the stress tensor components in the domain for mesh M3r as a function of time. =a 0.01, =η 1,s =Wi 5.

Fig. 17. Component τxx/G of the stress tensor
near the cylinder and in the wake
(− ≤ ≤x R2.75 / 15) for mesh M3r. =a 0.01,

=η 1,s =Wi 5.

Fig. 18. Component τxx of the stress tensor (relative to G) on (part of) the
centerline and on the cylinder (− < <x R1 / 1) for all the meshes M0r–M4r.
Integral model with F-approach. =a 0.01, =η 1,s =Wi 5.

Fig. 19. Velocity component ux (relative to U) on (part of) the centerline and on
the cylinder (− < <x R1 / 1) for all the meshes M0r–M4r. Integral model with
F-approach. =a 0.01, =η 1,s =Wi 5.
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Appendix A. Differential form of the integral model

In this appendix, we will derive a ‘differential form’ of the integral model, given by Eq. (3), which we will repeat here for convenience:

∫= − ′ ′
−∞

τ Bt m t t h I dt( ) ( ) ( ) .
t

1 (A.1)

For that, we need to differentiate the integral model with respect to time, where a single material particle is considered (Lagrangian frame). Note,
that the upper limit, the memory function − ′m t t( ) and the Finger tensor ′ = ′ ′B F Ft t t t t t( , ) ( , )· ( , )T (and also the invariant I1) will depend on time.
To obtain the (material) time derivative of τ we apply Leibniz’ integral rule:

∫ ∫′ ′ = − + ∂
∂

′ ′d
dt

f t t dt f t b t d
dt

b t f t a t d
dt

a t
t

f t t dt( , ) ( , ( )) ( ) ( , ( )) ( )) ( , ) ,
a t

b t

a t

b t

( )

( )

( )

( )

(A.2)

which leads to:

∫ ∫ ∫= + ′ + − ′ ′ + − ′ ′
−∞

= − ′ −∞ −∞
τ I B B Bt m h dm τ

dτ
h I dt m t t dh I

dI
I dt m t t h I dt˙ ( ) (0) (3) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ˙ ( ) ( ) ˙ .

t

τ t t

t t
1 1 1

1 1

1
1 1 1

(A.3)

Using

= = + =B L B B L B Dh I(3) 1, ˙ · · , ˙ 2 : ,T
1 1 (A.4)

we obtain

∫ ∫

∫ ∫

= + ′ + − ′ ′

+ − ′ ′ + − ′ ′

−∞
= − ′ −∞

−∞ −∞

τ I B BB D

L B B L

t m dm τ
dτ

h I dt m t t dh I
dI

dt

m t t h I dt m t t h I dt

˙ ( ) (0) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) : 2

· ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) · ,

t

τ t t

t

t t T

1 1
1 1

1

1 1 1 1 (A.5)

which can be written in the compact form

�
∂
∂

+ ∇ = + + + +τ u τ I A D L τ τ L
t

m· (0) : 2 · · ,T
(A.6)

with

∫=
∞

τ Bm τ h I dτ( ) ( ) ,
0 1 (A.7)

∫=
∞

A Bdm τ
dτ

h I dτ( ) ( ) ,
0 1 (A.8)

� ∫=
∞

BBm τ dh I
dI

dτ( ) ( ) ,
0

1

1 (A.9)

where we transformed the memory integrals from the domain ′ ∈ −∞t t( , ] to τ∈ [0, ∞). Note, that we have also splitted the material derivative of
the stress tensor into a local and convective part:

= ∂
∂

+ ∇τ τ u τ
t

˙ · ,
(A.10)

since in this paper we solve all equations in the Eulerian frame.
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